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HOW VOLUNTARY ACTION
WILL DELIVER AMBITION UNDER
THE PARIS AGREEMENT

THE VOLUNTARY CARBON MARKET HAS A VITAL ROLE TO
PLAY IF WE ARE GOING TO ACHIEVE NET-ZERO EMISSIONS
BY MID-CENTURY. JONATHAN SHOPLEY LAYS OUT ICROA’S
LATEST THOUGHTS ON HOW THE VOLUNTARY MARKET
CAN SCALE-UP FOR THE FUTURE
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DRIVERS FOR INCREASED
AMBITION AND MARKET
SOLUTIONS

To address these challenges IETA’s affiliate,
the International Carbon Reduction and
Offset Alliance (ICROA), is in the middle
of a two-year programme of research,
consultation and engagement to define
a place for voluntary action post 2020.
Guidance on pathways to increased
voluntary action by non-state actors has
been discussed at a series of workshops:
a side event at the UN climate talks in
Marrakech in late 2016, followed by a
workshop at Innovate4Climate in Barcelona
in May 2017, and most recently with a
further workshop at the UN talks this
November in Bonn.

UNTANGLING THE
ACCOUNTING
ICROA’s guidance paper3 describes three
potential models for the voluntary carbon
market which, if used in parallel, could
accommodate the variability of NDCs and
meet the provisions for environmental
integrity as set out in the Paris Agreement:
1.
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(1) Unlocking Potential: State of the Voluntary Carbon Markets 2017. Ecosystem Marketplace, 2017. (2) The Emissions Gap Report 2017: A UN Environment Synthesis
Report. UNEP, 2017. (3) Guidance Report: Pathways to increased voluntary action by non-state actors, ICROA, 2017.
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2.

Financing Emission Reductions
model: Emission reductions within an
NDC are financed by non-state actors
and contribute to the host country’s
NDC. Under this model, there would
be no international transfers of
emissions reductions and, so long

The first is for an ‘open architecture’
approach to article 6.4, to recognise
independent standards under the
mechanism. This would allow those that
have driven innovation and a focus on
sustainable development to continue to
play a valuable role.

explore how voluntary action can best
be incorporated in NDCs in ways which
encourage and reward voluntary action as
a valued complement to regulation. It will
also engage with stakeholders to explore
how the unique structure of the Paris
Agreement may require new thinking about

as non-state actors do not make
mitigation claims related to their own
GHG footprint, double counting and
claiming is not an issue.
3.

NDC crediting model: Emission
reductions are generated within a
host country’s NDC and transferred
internationally using the provisions
to be established under Article 6.2
and 6.4 to make the corresponding
adjustments to the host country’s
NDC account. The units may then be
purchased and retired voluntarily by
a non-state actor, which will be able
to make mitigation claims against its
GHG footprint.

At the ICROA workshop in November,
the first model gave rise to debate about
the potential for this model to act as a
disincentive to Parties to make their NDCs

The second is for an ‘international voluntary
market’ account to provide a central data
repository, allowing the market to adjust to
changing patterns of supply and demand,
and giving participants the ability to
evaluate the aggregated impact of nonstate actor voluntary action. In a simple
form, this account could be a central
data source to track and report voluntary
action by disclosing how much and what
type of units are being retired. In a more
comprehensive form, this account could
link to the global accounting process under
the Paris Agreement. Having a single
source of information would help manage
claims, bring transparency and draw
attention to the activities of non-state actors
who are making a direct contribution to
closing the ambition gap.

economy-wide.

NEXT STEPS TO SECURE
SCALE AND IMPACT

The second model gave rise to concerns

ICROA will continue this work in 2018
by expanding its dialogue with Parties to

that private sector participants receive

double claiming, additionality and other
core principles supporting the operation of
resilient carbon markets.
For further information, contact
Antoine Diemert at the ICROA Secretariat:
diemert@ieta.org
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little or no return for their investments in a
country’s mitigation efforts if they are not
able to claim a reduction in their footprint
or receive some related incentive to make
voluntary investments at scale.
The third model depends crucially upon
progress on the Paris Agreement’s

1 BILLION OFFSET CREDITS HAVE BEEN
BOUGHT AND RETIRED BY PEOPLE AND
ORGANISATIONS TAKING VOLUNTARY
ACTION TO REDUCE GHG EMISSIONS

‘rulebook’. However, it was agreed that
work by the UNFCCC, Parties (individually
and in dedicated market supporting clubs)
and the Carbon Offsetting and Reduction
Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA)
should deliver the required modalities for
Article 6.

MAINTAINING MOMENTUM
BY REPORTING PROGRESS
Support was expressed for two ICROA
proposals that could play a vital role in
deepening supply and bringing more
stability to voluntary carbon market
dynamics than has been the case
throughout the Kyoto era.

ICROA’s Simon Henry
presents the guidance on
scaling-up voluntary action
post-2020 at the recent
UN climate talks
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